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Abstract
This article focuses on the promotion of argumentation skills in Vietnamese geography teaching, which are not only
relevant for understanding subject contexts but also for evaluation and critical reflection processes. An earlier study in
this context showed that limited argumentation tasks are incorporated into the central medium of instruction, the
textbook, and that this competence is rarely promoted in the classroom (Nguyen, 2018). However, a curriculum reform
and revision of textbooks is currently taking place in Vietnam, alongside a liberalisation of the textbook market. As the
main goal of the reform is competence orientation, this article examines the extent to which the importance of
promoting argumentation competences through specifications in the new curriculum and tasks in new textbooks have
increased in comparison to the previous study. The results suggest that there are few developments in this area, which
are further discussed in the conclusion, in the context of the global challenges for implementing competence
orientation through curricular.
Keywords: geography education, argumentation, school books, geography curriculum, Vietnam, competencies
1. Introduction
Argumentation has been found to play an important role in the cognitive and metacognitive learning processes (a.o.
Pinto, Iliceto & Melogno, 2012) and supports the development of communicative and critical thinking (Hasnunidah,
Susilo, Irawati & Suwono, 2020). It can also help in the development of scientific literacy (Songsil, Pongsophon &
Boonsatien 2019). According to Budke and Meyer (2015, p. 14), developing argumentation skills enables learners to
understand and produce oral and written arguments in various subjects. Learners can apply these argumentation
skills not only within the lessons but also to their communities. By using argumentation, pupils can develop
competencies such as opinion formation, critical thinking, self-reflection and analysis of social values, maturity and
moral development (Haro, Noroozi, Biemans & Mulder, 2020). Argumentation also supports the development of
skills such as the ability to interact, compromise and reach a consensus, the capacity to withstand contradiction and
different views, the ability to find peaceful solutions, as well as the development of personality. Analyses of such
argumentation skills are being conducted in various subjects around the world (a.o. Sriraman & Umland, 2014;
Budke & Meyer, 2015; Songsil, Pongsophon, Boonsatien & Clarke, 2019; Mizrahi & Dickinson, 2020).
Due to its great social importance, the facilitation of argumentation skills is incorporated into school teaching in
many countries and is studied in the context of different subjects (e.g. Simon, Erduran & Osborne, 2006; Knudson,
1992; Gronostay, 2019). For geography teaching, which deals with key societal problems such as climate change,
environmental pollution, large disparities between rich and poor and conflicts over resources, the teaching of
argumentation skills is particularly important to enable discussion around different perceptions of involved actors
and sustainable solutions where different arguments have to be compared (Maier & Budke, 2018).
A study on the implementation of argumentation in geography teaching in Vietnam found that argumentation was
not included in the curricula and that in the main medium of instruction, the textbook, predominantly included
knowledge reproduction tasks and few argumentation tasks. Classroom observations also showed very few
argumentation sequences (Nguyen, 2018). However, the deficient in argumentation tasks may have changed recently
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due to decisive educational policy changes that have been made in Vietnam., with new competency-based curricula
implemented in geography education since 2018. Thus, Vietnam is now in line with a change in educational policy
direction that resulted in the definition of key competencies for lifelong learning by the European Union in 2009 (EU,
2006; Gordon et al., 2009). The basic idea is that education should not produce inert knowledge, but competencies
that can be used to solve problems. This approach aims to ensure that students are able to face and cope with new
challenges arising from globalization in a rapidly changing and highly interconnected world as they become adults.
Such competences are increasingly the focus of attention of educational research when assessing the quality of
education systems (Wilhelm, 2019). Argumentation competencies are central to promoting the EU-defined
competencies of critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making (Gordon et al., 2009). Although the
implementation of competency-based curricula is spreading worldwide (e.g. Muraraneza, Mtshali & Mukamana
2016; Kabombwe & Mulenga, 2019), there are few studies that focus on the extent to which these new curricula have
led to a change in the promotion of competencies through instructional media and in the classroom. This article
focuses on the implementation of such a change in Vietnam, which is currently implementing new
competency-based curricula and reforming its textbooks.
The new geography curriculum focuses on competencies that focus on developing the pupil’s knowledge of
geography, as well as the ability to find geographic information and to apply knowledge and skills from geography
lessons to their daily lives. In order to teach competencies in geography lessons, teaching media, among other things,
must be designed through which competences can be promoted. The main teaching medium in Vietnamese
geography lessons is the textbook. Since the 2020-2021 school year, textbooks are slowly being changed to conform
to the curriculum reform, with the textbooks for Grade 1 (primary school), Grade 2 (primary school) and Grade 6
(secondary school) have been revised. This process will be continued in 2023 for Grade 3 (elementary), Grade 7
(secondary school) and Grade 10 (highschool). A full suite of new textbooks for all grades will have been fully
introduced in 2025.
Alongside the curriculum reform, the textbook market has also been deregulated. Prior to the reform, textbook
production was state-controlled with one publishing house able to produce the textbooks. One geography textbook per
grade was produced for the whole of Vietnam, which included pre-structured the lesson plans. Following the reform,
the textbook market was opened up and there are now three books for each grade from three competing publishing
houses.
We are particularly interested in the incorporation of argumentation within these new textbooks, which has led to the
following research question: Has the Vietnamese curriculum reform and the subsequent competition-oriented opening
of the textbook market lead to a change of the textbooks in terms of the importance of promoting argumentation
competencies among pupils? Thus, the importance of argumentation in the competency-based curricula and in the new
textbooks is investigated in this study with the aim of answering this question.
This article has five parts, the state of research on argumentation in general and in relation to geography teaching is
presented in the theory section. The third section includes the methodology for textbook analysis. Here, the focus is on
task analysis, as tasks guide learning and are particularly suitable for promoting specific competences such as
argumentation. The main results are shown in the fourth section and are subsequently discussed in the final part of this
article, with a focus on answering the main research question for this study.
2. State of Research on Argumentation
In this section a brief overview of the theoretical basis of argumentation and insights into relevant empirical findings
on the use of argumentation in education is given. The importance of argumentation in education is shown and the
application of it in geography lessons is presented.
2.1 What is Argumentation?
Habermas (1999) focused on the rational discourse between persons: One argues in order to represent one's own
position or to satisfy a need for justification by means of giving rational reasons. Among other things, this can serve
to convince a counterpart of one's own position or also to represent one's own position as rational (e.g.
Kopperschmidt, 1995; Klein, 1980). Argumentation "ideally implies conditions of equality of the interaction partners
and the openness and negotiability of validity claims" (Weingarten & Pansegrau, 1993, p. 131). Many works have
focused on the definition of argumentation. According to Dale Hample, “an argument is the face-to-face exchange of
messages, especially those conveying reasons, in contemplation of actual or potential disagreement” (2003, p. 439).
Shirley Simon et al. (2006) showed that the substance of an argument consists of claims, data, evidence and backing.
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Van Eemeren (2014) reviewed the meaning of argumentation in different languages and susequently defined
argumentation as “a communicative and interactional act complex aimed at resolving a difference of opinion with
the addressee by putting forward a constellation of propositions the arguer can be held accountable for to make the
standpoint at issue acceptable to a rational judge who judges reasonably” (2014, p. 7). According to Rapanta et al.
(2016), argumentation can serve as a way of thinking, teaching and collaborating. Budke et al. (2020, p. 109)
described “argumentation as a problem‐solving process in which a disputed assertion is to be refuted or confirmed
by justifications”.
Toulmin (2003, p. 97) provided a basic structure of an argument, which consists of data (D), warrant (W), backing
(B), qualifier claim (C) and rebuttal (R) (see fig. 1). In the concept described by Toulmin, an operator is often added
to indicate the degree of validity in the validity relationship. This process may be identified by words such as
“mandatory”, “certainly” or “probably”. Furthermore, according to Toulmin (2003, p. 97), exceptions under which
the validity relationship is irrelevant are often defined. Ultimately, support (additional data) is often cited, which is
intended to prove the validity relationship.

Figure 1. Toulmin’s Graphical Representation of an Argument (2003, p. 97) (D is data, W is warrant, B is backing,
Q is qualifier, C is claim and R is rebuttal)
The structural argumentation analysis is the most common methodological approach to analyze the quality of
argumentation. (e.g., Lam, Hew & Chiu, 2018; Abdollahzadeh, Amini Farsani & Beikmohammadi, 2017; Stapleton
& Wu, 2015; Riemeier, Aufschnaiter, Fleischhauer & Rogge, 2012; Simon et al., 2006; Basel, Harms & Prechtl,
2013; Zohar & Nemet, 2002; Chase, 2011; Knudson, 1992). Existing studies have normally examined the extent to
which arguments used by students are complete (basic structure) and considered complete arguments to be better
than incomplete ones (e.g., Aufschnaiter, Erduran, Osborne & Simon, 2008; Lam et al., 2018; Gronostay, 2019). In
addition, structural analysis has often been used to determine the number of arguments in a text (e.g., Benetos &
Betrancourt, 2020; Basten, Kraft & Wilde, 2017) and the internal complexity of arguments. Within this approach, the
more argument elements are provided, the better the argument (e.g., Basel et al., 2013; Aufschnaiter et al., 2008;
Chase, 2011). In this study, structural analysis is used to identify argumentation tasks in geography textbooks (see
methodology section).
2.2 Argumentation Competence in Education
Since argumentation has such great social significance, the skills to understand it and to be able to produce it should
be acquired during the school years. Students are prepared for different types of argumentation in the various school
subjects according to subject-specific goals, objects and perspectives. A number of studies have shown that
argumentation can be used within every subjects taught in school (Budke et al., 2020; Rapanta & Macagno, 2016;
Erduran et al., 2015).
Following Weinert's (2001, p. 27) general definition of competence, argumentation competencies in the school
context mean "that students have skills and abilities to understand oral and written argumentation in various subject
contexts, to produce their own argumentation, and to respond appropriately to argumentation in interactions with
others, and also that they have the associated motivational, volitional, and social readiness to use these argumentation
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skills successfully and responsibly in variable situations" (Budke, 2013, p. 360). From the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (cf. Council of Europe, 2001), the sub-areas of argumentation competence
mentioned in this definition can be derived. Argumentation reception can be distinguished from argumentation
production and interaction. These three areas can be found in oral and written language (cf. Budke et al., 2010).
For subject teaching, the importance of argumentation is justified in two respects: Argumentation competence is seen,
on the one hand, as a goal in teaching and, on the other hand, as a foundation for the development of other important
competencies such as assessment competencies, subject-specific competencies and social competencies (Budke
&Meyer, 2015, pp. 12-14).
Aargumentation is seen as particulary for learning success in science didactics and mathematics, understanding of
technical concepts, and individual knowledge construction has been studied and documented (including Aufschnaiter
et al., 2008; Clark & Sampson, 2008; Mercer, Dawes, Wegerif & Sams, 2004; Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Driver,
Newton & Osborne 2000).
A study by Wuttke (2005), in which different forms of instructional communication were compared with regard to
their influence on the generation of knowledge and understanding in the students, showed that high-quality
argumentations in particular, through the exchange of different and justified points of view, provide diverse
possibilities of connection to the prior knowledge of the students and therefore contribute to the promotion of
understanding. Additionally, within each of the school subjects, students get to know subject-specific questions,
which are considered worthy of argumentation. Students develop an understanding of subject-specific conclusions,
types of reasoning and typical evidence, and acquire the ability to use these themselves in appropriate
subject-specific argumentation. Through the use of these subject-specific forms of argumentation, different
perspectives of the subjects on the world can then also be recognized and practiced by the students in the classroom.
Students also learn what scientific thinking means, also known as “scientific literacy” (Jiménez-Aleixandre &
Erduran, 2007). In addition, argumentation can promote the ability to evaluate subject content and the formation of
students' opinions. This aspect is highlighted by the didactic studies in the social sciences (e.g. Karg, 2007; Petrik,
2007). Through argumentation, students can learn about perspectives other than their own on the issues discussed in
class. They learn to refer to these, to evaluate them, to formulate counter-arguments and, if necessary, to work out a
consensus.
Although there is a broad consensus among subject didactics about the didactic importance of argumentation, studies
from different subjects show that many students, and even undergraduates, have problems in formulating quality
argumentations (among others Abi-El-Mona & Abd-El-Khalick, 2011; Nagel & Reiss, 2016; Uhlenwinkel, 2015,
Budke & Kuckuck, 2017). There is also evidence that many students have difficulty integrating counterarguments
and rebuttals into their own arguments (e.g., Budke & Kuckuck, 2020; Chase, 2011; Riemeier et al., 2012), providing
valid evidence to support their conclusions (e.g., Zohar & Nemet, 2002; Riemeier et al., 2012; Sandoval & Millwood,
2005; Clark & Sampson, 2008), to make material-based arguments (including Schüler, 2017) and that students lack
the linguistic skills to formulate their arguments in an understandable and persuasive manner (including Petersen,
2013; Nippold, Ward-Lonergan & Fanning, 2005). One reason for these results, which have been observed in a
number of different countries, could be the insufficient promotion of this competence in geography classes. For
example, studies from Germany show that argumentation tasks make up a small proportion (6.7%) of the tasks in
geography textbooks (Budke, 2011).
With regard to Vietnam, students are even less likely to be confronted with argumentation tasks in Vietnamese
geography textbooks (Nguyen, 2018). The limited number of argumentations tasks in the Vietnamese geography
textbooks can be attributed to the fact that the curriculum focused primarily on knowledge. Whether the importance
of argumentation tasks has increased as a result of the current curriculum reform (MOET, 2018) is examined in this
article.
3. Methods
Textbooks play an important role in Vietnam’s education system because they are used by teachers as a tool to
organize lessons and to implement the curriculum. To answer the question as to whether the curriculum reform and
subsequent revision of the textbooks led to a change in the importance of promoting argumentation competencies
among pupils, we analysed argumentation tasks in the new History and Geography school book in Grade 6 from the
three publishing companies Cánh Diều, Kết nối tri thức với cuộc sống and Chân trời sáng tạo in Vietnam. We then
compared the results with the analysis of textbook tasks in older geography books (Nguyen, 2018).
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Tasks are important elements of geography textbooks in Vietnam. These tasks have many funtions: encouraging
pupils to engage with the subject; giving feedback on learning performance; structuring the learning process and
developing the pupils’ critical thinking. Such tasks have been proven to be a positive learning tool in a number of
previous studies: “Tasks, which include questions, activities, or assignments, are a key tool for geography teachers as
they enable students to engage with the subject” (Krause, Budke & Maier, 2021, p. 2). Tasks can also promote pupils’
individual and social learning processes (Krause et al., 2021) and are a key tool for geography teachers as they
enable students to engage with the subject (e.g. Bijsterbosch, 2017; Kleinknecht, 2010; Wiater, 2011). Recent
research has shown that geography teachers use tasks in upper secondary education in more than 40 % of their lesson
time, based on lessons in Germany and the Netherlands (Krause, 2017).
Based on Kleinknecht's (2010, p. 12) definition, tasks are a request for students to engage with the content of the
subject. Keywords are used within the tasks to specify which activity the students should perform, for example: “List
some factors”, “Collect some sentences”; “Identify”; “Compare”; “Find information”, and “Explain”. These phrases
are used to classify educational learning objectives according to their level of complexity and specificity, as proposed
by Bloom (1956).
The argumentation tasks of interest in this article are tasks that ask students to prove or disprove a controversial
claim, by linking correct evidence to appropriate validity relations (facilitation of productive and interactionist
argumentation competence) or to evaluate a given argumentation on the basis of the described quality criteria
(facilitation of receptive argumentation competence) (Budke, 2011, p.256). An example of such a task is given
below.
“According to you, water resources are limited or unlimited? Explain your opinion?” (Kites Publishing Company,
History and geography book grade 6, p. 165).
Pupils are expected to provide their own opinion of this claim in this argumentation task, as they can agree or
disagree with this claim. Pupils have to use their knowledge and data provided to support their opinion.
Examples of words that can be used to formulate argumentation task analyses are: “Explain, discuss, evaluate,...”.
Some tasks are identified as a argumentation task by wording such as “Acording to you, Tell;” and “Give some
example for a statement…” and request pupils to find evidence to support their claim. Furthermore, the students are
required to collect data to support their statement or formulate an opinion, evaluate, take a stand, or discuss possible
actions or solutions. The wording used to formulate the tasks can therefore provide an important indication as to
whether argumentation should be carried out by the students. However, the exact determination of whether it is
actually an argumentation task can only be done by analysing it in the context of the textbook page. For example,
some assessment tasks only involve summarizing the information on the textbook page without having to provide
one’s own opinion. On the other hand, there are also tasks that include the word "justify" and thus at first glance are
not argumentation tasks. However, by analysing the textbook pages on which they are included, the key information
needed to answer the question is not provided and the students are expected to formulate their own argumentations.
In argumentation tasks, pupils can share their opinion or take on and represent the opinion of a role assigned to them,
explain why they believe what they believe, and try to persuade others to agree with their own claims by presenting
evidence to substantiate their point of view.
The approach used in this study includes three steps. First of all, all tasks in history and geography textbooks (grade
6) of the three aforementioned publishing companies (2020) are listed, in order to be able to determine the
quantitative significance of argumentation tasks in the books analysed in the second step. For each task, the name of
the publishing company, the content to which the task belongs, and the page on which the task can be found are
provided. Each task was also assigned to a category as to whether its focus was physical geography, human
geography or human and environmental interaction. Secondly, an argumentation analysis was undertaken, in which
the argumentation tasks were classified according to the actions prescribed by the tasks. The last step was the
comparison of the proportion of argumentation tasks in the older books with those in the new textbooks. With the
topics where argumentation tasks can be found also compared.
4. Results
In order to understand and classify the results of the argumentation task analysis (4.2), the competency-based
curriculum reform is first introduced and the extent to which it contains specifications regarding the promotion of
argumentation competence is examined.
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4.1 The Curriculum Reform and its Influence on the Importance of Argumentation
The new geography curriculum in Vietnam was published in 12/2018 by the Ministry of Education training-MOET
in the process of education reform. The new curriculum focuses on students’ activities to develop their competences,
such as independent learning, communication and collaboration, problem-solving and creativity (MOET, 2018, p.7).
Pupils are encouraged to explore the topics by themselves, to improve their skills and to learn to apply the
knowledge and skills.
Table 1. Competencies in the Geography Curriculum at Secondary Level (MOET, 2018) (own summary, own
translation)
Competencies
Definition and Explanation
1. Geography science awareness (gsa)
Spatial Orientation: know how to use different geographical tools to determine the direction; the
1.1 Perceiving the
geographical position of a place, the direction on maps; analyze the scope, size of a country.
world from a spatial
Geolocation analysis: analyze the influence of geographical location on natural and socio-economic
perspective
processes.
Analysis of the distribution: describe the distribution of geographical objects and phenomena.
Expressing spatial awareness: use mind maps to describe space; spatial relationships between
phenomena; describe the natural, residential and economical characteristics of a place.
Describe Physical geography and Human geography:
1.2 Explain physical
Describe geographical phenomena and processes on Earth; nature of the continents; Vietnamese nature.
geography and
Explain some factors affecting Vietnam’s nature.
human geography
• Describe the interactions between natural phenomena using diagrams.
• Identify and analyze the cause-and-effect on natural components.
• Describe and explain the spatial differentiation of population, destination, economy, culture, …
• Find reasons for the distribution of population and economic sectors.
• Describe the interactions between socio-economic phenomena
• Analyze causality in human geography and apply it to your own lives
Analyze the impact of natural resources on the distribution of population and production
• Analyse natural exploitation methods in different continents.
• Assess the impact of nature and natural resources on population distribution, economic development and
economic structure
Analyze the impact of human society on the natural environment: Analyze how people in different
continents exploit, use and protect nature, for example in Vietnam.
2. Gathering geographical information (ggi)
–Find geographical content in a text; know how to title the text, know how to find geographical
2.1 Use geospatial
documents for a project.
tools
– Using maps: list elements of the map; know how to read maps, for example topographical maps,
physical maps, maps to travel,…know how to use maps with another scale to determine the distance
between two locations,…
– Calculation, statistics: list how to measure natural phenomena and processes, use indicators on
population growth, population distribution and some indicators of economic development and economic
structure.
– Analyze charts and diagrams: know how to read climate charts (temperature, precipitation); know how
to read charts to analyse structure, scale and distribution of geographical objects.
2.2 Organizing
Know how to prepare necessary tools before conducting field surveys; how to use some tools to make
learning in the field
observations in the field; know how to write a report after a day in the field.
2.3 Use the Internet
Know how to get information about nature, economy and society from websites introduced by teachers;
know how to identify keywords to find geographical information; know how to evaluate the information;
have skills in downloading media and keeping them as a record for an assigned assignment.
3. Implementing geography knowledge and skills (igks)
3.1 Find information
Know how to find information, data, learn about development trends in the world and in the nations;
and apply them
know how to apply geographical knowledge in daily life
3.2 Exploratory
Ability to build and develop ideas on a topic of exploratory learning; be able to present the results of
learning
exploratory learning.
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The subject of Geography is also changing as part of the transformation of the education system in Vietnam.
Geography is taught from Grade 4 of primary school, in which pupils are 10 years old, to high school (Grade 12 -18
years old). In primary school, Geography is taught from Grade 4 to Grade 5 as a joint subject together with History.
Since the 2021-2022 academic year, Geography has also been taught in combination with History in Secondary
school, which is a significant change because geography was an independent subject at this school level before that.
The new curriculum for geography focuses on competencies. These geography competencies include geographic
science awareness, gathering geographical information and implementation of geography knowledge and skills (see
Table 1).
The formulated competencies would theoretically allow for the integration of argumentation in the new curriculum.
Argumentation can be used to improve the competencies of “Geography science awareness”, which is the first
competence dimension of the curriculum (Table 1). Furthermore, argumentation can be used to evaluate the impact
of human society on the natural environment. For example, pupils could discuss their opinions on population
distribution, including the impact of nature and natural resources on population distribution, economic development
and economic structure. However, argumentation is not explicitly mentioned in the new curriculum, which suggests
that this competence is not deemed to be very important. Despite this lack of explicit inclusion, some competencies
in the curriculum attainment can be linked to development of argumentation skills.
4.2 Argumentation in the New Geography School Books
New textbooks, which are based on the new curriculum, were published in the academic year 2020-2021 for Grade 1.
In the academic year (2021-2022) schoolbooks for Grades 2 and 6 were been developed. The process of developing
new textbooks will be finished in the school year 2024-2025. Aside from the elementary school books, the history
and geography schoolbook for Grade 6 is the only new geography textbook published to date and is consequently the
only this book can be assessed in this study.

Number of Tasks

A new factor influences the production of textbooks in Vietnam, in addition to the curriculum reform: While there
was only one publisher in the past, there are now different publishers producing books for the same grade level, with
three publishing companies publishing the History and Geography school books for grade 6. These books are from
the Cánh Diều, Kết nối tri thức với cuộc sống and Chân trời sáng tạo (Kites, Connecting Knowledge with Life and
Creative Horizon) publishing companies. The texbooks from these three publishers have been examine in this study
to explore whether each of the textbooks give a different emphasis to the promotion of argumentation skills through
tasks included.

Figure 2. Number of Total and Argumentation Tasks in the Old (2006) and New Geography Textbooks for Grade 6,
(own presentation) with New 1 being the Book Published by Kết nối tri thức với cuộc sống Book (2020), New 2
being the Book Published by Cánh Diều (2020), New 3 being the Book Published bu Chân trời sáng tạo (2020) and
the Old Book being the Geography Grade 6 (2006)
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From examining the tasks ine ach of the three textbooks, it was found that 3.35% of all tasks in the three new
geography schoolbooks for Grade 6 are argumentation tasks, compared to just 0.65% in the old schoolbook for the
same (see Figure 2). In the three new textbooks, the proportion of argumentation tasks in all tasks has therefore
increased slightly but is still at a very low level.
In the new textbooks, 42% of the analysed argumentation tasks focused on the topic of environmental interaction,
while the remaining 58% focused on human geography. The main aim is for students to creatively develop solutions
to the problems discussed in class, which include pollution, water wastage, climate change and population growth. In
the old textbook 45% belonged to the field of human geography, 31% on human and environmental interaction and
24% on physical geography (Nguyen, 2018, page 60). Consequently, the fact that private publishers have been able
to produce textbooks since the curriculum reform leads to slightly different emphases (see figure 2).
An example of an argumentation task from one of the next textbooks is: “Give some solutions to cope with climate
change” (Cánh Diều, 2020, page 161). In this assignment, students are asked to propose creative solutions to climate
change and justify them with evidence. Since the different solutions for climate change are controversial, the
students have to justify their own decision argumentatively and students can, for instance, apply their knowledge of
climate change to their school or in their family. For example, agriculture in the Mekong Delta is being affected by
rising sea level caused by climate change. A possible question to be answered by the students in this context would
be to find and describe the best way for farmers to adapt their farms to the consequences of climate change. Another
possible aspect to be discussed could be the hot weather experienced in the pupils’ schools during summer: How
could the teachers and pupils better cope with the local temperature?
The amount of argumentation tasks in the three new schoolbooks, which have been edited and published after the
competence-oriented curriculum reform, has not changed considerably when compared to the old schoolbooks,
although the curriculum has since been formulated in a competence-oriented way. However, the transfer of
knowledge still has high priority and the discussion and argumentative justification of the students' work results still
plays a subordinate role.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
Competency-based curricula are being introduced in schools around the world to promote basic competencies that
will enable students to meet and cope with the new challenges posed by globalization (e.g. Muraraneza et al. 2016;
Kabombwe & Mulenga, 2019). As few studies have focused on the extent to which these new curricula have led to a
change in the promotion of competencies through instructional media and in the classroom, a study was conducted in
Vietnam to add to this understanding.
For the domain of argumentation promotion, data were already available that were collected before the curriculum
reform (Nguyen, 2018), which was used to compare the new competency-oriented textbooks. The inclusion of
argumentation competence facilitation was determined through counting the number of argumentation tasks in the
textbooks. In this way, the question could be answered as to whether the importance of argumentation competence
facilitation has increased since the introduction of the competence-based curriculum. The results show that the
amount of argumentation tasks has increased slightly in the new schoolbooks for Grade 6, with 3.35% of tasks being
argumentation tasks in the new textbooks compared to 0.65% in the old schoolbooks from before the curriculum
reform. Despite this increase, it must be noted that even after the introduction of the new curriculum, there is still
little support in the development of argumentative competencies through textbook tasks for Vietnamese pupils. The
new textbooks still focus on knowledge rather than development of argumentation as a skill. The textbooks mainly
contain closed tasks with a specific answer, with few open tasks, such as argumentation tasks, in which the students
can develop different, creative and independent solutions (Guilfoyle, Hillier & Fancourt, 2021, page 5). Additionally
since, more companies entering the process of publishing schoolbooks in Vietnam, different publishers have
produced different textbooks and, with regard to the importance of argumentation tasks, there are differences
between the books produced. However, since the curriculum provides very detailed guidelines, the variation between
publishers' leeway is also limited, which is reflected in the fact that there are only very slight differences with regard
to the argumentation tasks examined. The low significance of argumentation tasks should be viewed critically, since
argumentation, as has been proven in various studies, is of great importance for the acquisition of knowledge, for
problem solving, for the evaluation of controversial issues or for learning the ability to find compromises (see
chapter 2 and Budke, Meyer, 2015, p. 14).
The results of this study shows that a change in the curriculum in Vietnam to focus on teaching of competences does
not necessarily mean that argumentation is promoted as a key competence, which means that subject content
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competences, competences for evaluation and problem solving will only be partially taught. Similar results have
been found for African curricula, which remain relatively close to the traditional, content-based curricula despite a
move to competence orientation (Muraraneza et al., 2016, p. 5).
6. Recommendation
These result suggest that any opportunities to develop competences should be used, and argumentation tasks should
be integrated into textbooks. Future studies should investigate the extent to which competences are really promoted
in the classroom. Future studies could also investigate the extent to which teachers understand, support and want to
implement competence orientation in their teaching.
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